EOY REG Wordly Wise Lessons 5-8 Review

I. Directions: Decide whether each statement is true or false. Write T (True) or F (False) on the line next to the statement. If the statement is false, cross out the word that is underlined and replace it with a word/phrase that would make the statement true. The italicized word is the vocabulary word.

1. By *impeding* someone’s success, you *aide* in them becoming successful. ________

2. You can *cope* with impediments to *get past* them. ________

3. Soldiers in war *capitulate* sometimes, meaning they *become injured*. ________

4. When Josh *aspires* to be a Jedi, he *wonders* about being one. ________

5. Darth Vader was *biased*, or *influenced*, to join the Dark Side through the lies of The Emperor. ________

6. Mr. Hence is so *indifferent* for the Packers’ success, that he *is passionate* about it. ________

7. If Mrs. Ramos is *candid*, she can also be seen as *authentic*. ________

II. Directions: Match the words in the left column with their antonym in the right column. Write the correct letter on the line next to the vocabulary word.

1. attentive ________ a. insufficient
2. inevitable ________ b. exclude
3. throng ________ c. biased
4. adequate ________ d. toil
5. hovel ________ e. lax
6. indifferent ________ f. weaken
7. fun ________ g. couple
8. intensify ________ h. mansion

i. avoidable
j. devious